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We present Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) predictions for γγγγ final states, including the effects
of photon fragmentation. Our results are calculated fully analytically using the techniques of D-
dimensional unitarity, and we discuss some refinements to existing methods, focusing particularly
on the role of three-mass triangle coefficients. Using these techniques we are able to produce a
numerically stable Monto Carlo code that runs fully in double precision. We investigate the 4γ
signal at colliders, both for Run II of the LHC and at future machines. Our results are implemented
in MCFM.
I. INTRODUCTION
The production of multiple vector boson final states in hadronic collisions provides an opportunity to study the
predictions of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics in an interesting regime both theoretically and experi-
mentally. On the theoretical side, the production relies upon the properties of both the underlying Electroweak (EW)
gauge group and the strong interactions of QCD. Indeed the EW bosons, singlets under SU(Nc), provide hard probes
of the underlying scattering. Secondly, many models of new physics assume deviations from the SM predictions in
the EW sector. As such, the production of multi-boson final states is a natural place to look for potential new physics
effects. Experimentally the signatures associated with EW gauge bosons and their (leptonic) decay products often
represent the cleanest and best resolved channels and therefore allow for a wide variety of interesting searches for rare
processes.
Of the EW gauge bosons, the massless photon has been studied in the most detail. There is a rich history of
measurements of photonic processes at hadron colliders, with studies being performed at every major machine over
the last few decades [1–12]. These analyses have historically studied the high rate inclusive photon pp → γ + X
and diphoton pp → γγ + X processes, for which dedicated Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) Monte Carlo codes have
existed for some time [13–16]. Recent calculations have extended the theoretical accuracy to Next-to-Next-to Leading
Order [17] (NNLO), improving the overall agreement between the experimental data and theoretical prediction in
both rate and differential distributions. In addition to the inclusive production rates, cross sections for photon pairs
in association with jets can also be studied, for which NLO calculations for γγ+jet have been completed [18, 19]. A
comprehensive understanding of these processes is crucial in light of the discovery of a light Higgs boson that decays to
photon pairs [20, 21]. Of particular interest is the study of differential Higgs distributions across different jet bins [22].
In the effective field theory, NNLO predictions have recently become available for Higgs plus one jet [23, 24], and
NLO predictions matched to parton showers are available for Higgs plus one or two jets [25–27]. Recently, the
theoretical predictions for the backgrounds for these processes have been further improved by the NLO calculations
of γγ + 2j [28–31].
Both theoretical predictions and experimental measurements are complicated by the need to define photon isolation
requirements. Experimentally, large backgrounds associated with photons that arise from secondary decays such as
π0 → γγ must be suppressed. Therefore the hadronic energy near the photon is required to be less than either a
fixed limit or a fraction of the photon transverse momentum (pT ). Theoretically, at NLO the presence of collinear
singularities between final state fermions and photons mandates the inclusion of fragmentation functions [32, 33],
which ensure the cross section is well-defined and free of infrared (IR) singularities [13]. The theoretical need for
fragmentation functions can be avoided by instead requiring that the photons satisfy an alternate form of isolation
proposed in Ref. [34]. Using this prescription the hadronic energy is limited by a smoothly varying function, which
allows arbitrarily soft radiation inside the bulk of the cone (needed for IR safety), but excludes the precisely collinear
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2point, removing the fragmentation function. Experimentally, this type of isolation is challenging to implement,
primarily due to the discrete nature of the detector calorimeter cells.
Studies of triboson production represent the cutting edge of multiple boson studies, with analyses of Run I LHC
data expected to measure several triboson processes in the near future. Of these the triphoton process represents
one of the most accessible [35, 36]. Ref. [36] performed a detailed study of this process in which different isolation
schemes were compared and contrasted. It was shown that, in general, there is reasonable agreement between the two
different isolation prescriptions, in particular when the fixed order O(α) fragmentation set of Ref. [33] was used in
conjunction with the NLO prediction. By comparing γγγ and γγ+jet, the dependence on the number of photons in
the final state was also studied. It was shown that the shape of the isolation dependence was affected most strongly
by the underlying kinematics (i.e. both 2→ 3 processes had a similar shape).
Further in the future, the larger Run II data set will enable the observation and study of extremely rare SM
processes. Of this family, quadruple boson production represents a particularly interesting class of process. Large
deviations from the SM could be indicative of signals from BSM physics. The observation of these attobarn processes
will represent a significant achievement for the LHC program. Discussions are currently ongoing about the prospect
of a future collider with potential center of mass energies of up to 100 TeV [37]. At these high energies the properties
of the EW theory [38] are such that the amplitudes for the production of n Higgs and m longitudinal vector bosons
(at the mass threshold) scale as A1→n+m ∼ n!m! [39, 40]. The production of multiple vector bosons at high energies
are thus an extremely interesting class of process to study for the their perturbative behavior (or lack thereof). If
the EW theory develops strong interactions, studies this sector would thus require serious modifications to existing
theoretical predictions and procedures. Production of multiple photon final states will not suffer from this breakdown
and thus will provide potential cross checks for studies at high energies.
In order to obtain theoretical predictions that adequately describe the experimental data, many processes will need
to be extended to NNLO accuracy (γγ already illustrates this [17]). The current reach of NNLO calculations are 2→ 2
processes. However, the field has experienced remarkable progress in the last couple of years [23, 24, 41–44], and as
such, applications at 2→ 3 may soon become feasible. Experience with 2→ 2 applications has illustrated the benefits
of having stable and efficient NLO code for the 2→ 3 processes that enter the real-virtual contributions to the cross
section. For instance, the recent calculation of Higgs plus jet at NNLO [23, 24] has made use of the analytic results
for the one-loop H + 2j [45–47] amplitudes. Therefore it is natural to assume that any future 2→ 3 calculation will
demand stable, efficient NLO code. One natural way to achieve this is through the means of D-dimensional unitarity
methods [48–56], which have the potential to provide relatively compact analytic results for 2 → 4 one-loop basis
integral coefficients. In this paper we demonstrate the feasibility of completing 2 → 4 calculations analytically and
study their subsequent implementation into a Monte Carlo code. Given its interest as a future signal at the LHC as
discussed above, and since it has not previously been studied in detail before,1 we present results for the γγγγ process.
This piece is of particular interest for future 2 → 3 NNLO calculations since it is related to the most subleading in
color, real-virtual, pieces of any qq → mγ + ng process. In Section II we present a brief overview of the unitarity
methods and discuss several refinements that we have found to be useful in our calculation. In Section III we present
a phenomenological study of this process at the LHC, and extensions to future high energy machines. In Section IV
we present our conclusions.
II. CALCULATION
In this section we describe the details of the calculation of the process pp→ γγγγ at Next-to-Leading Order. The
LO amplitude for the production of four-photon final states can be written as follows,
A(0)6 (1h1q , 2h2q , 3h3γ , 4h4γ , 5h5γ , 6h6γ ) = i(
√
2eQi)
4A
(0)
6 (1
h1
q , 2
h2
q , 3
h3
γ , 4
h4
γ , 5
h5
γ , 6
h6
γ ) . (1)
At NLO we must consider one-loop (virtual) and real amplitudes, the virtual amplitudes have a similar decomposition
to those at LO,
A(1)6 (1h1q , 2h2q , 3h3γ , 4h4γ , 5h5γ , 6h6γ ) =
αS
2π
(
N2c − 1
Nc
)
i(
√
2eQi)
4A
(1)
6 (1
h1
q , 2
h2
q , 3
h3
γ , 4
h4
γ , 5
h5
γ , 6
h6
γ ) . (2)
Finally the real radiation terms can be constructed from the following amplitude,
A(0)7 (1h1q , 2h2q , 3h3γ , 4h4γ , 5h5γ , 6h6γ , 7h7g ) =
√
2gs(T
a7
i1i2
)i(
√
2eQi)
4A
(0)
7 (1
h1
q , 2
h2
q , 3
h3
γ , 4
h4
γ , 5
h5
γ , 6
h6
γ , 7
h7
g ) . (3)
1 A total cross section is listed in Ref. [57] and does not include photon fragmentation.
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Figure 1: Momentum flow and labelling for the triangle cuts used in the text. External momenta are taken as incoming.
Helicity amplitudes for the tree-level processes A(0)6 and A(0)7 are straightforward to compute. Therefore we focus
in this section on the the calculation of the one-loop amplitudes A(1)6 , which are significantly more involved. We
note that we only need to calculate two one-loop scattering amplitudes—the MHV and the NMHV amplitudes for
qq → γγγγ:
A
(1)
6 (1
−
q , 2
+
q , 3
−
γ , 4
+
γ , 5
+
γ , 6
+
γ ), A
(1)
6 (1
−
q , 2
+
q , 3
−
γ , 4
−
γ , 5
+
γ , 6
+
γ ) . (4)
All other helicity configurations can be obtained from these by trivial relabeling and chiral conjugation. To calculate
these two amplitudes, we use the D-dimensional unitarity method [48–56], wherein one evaluates unitarity cuts in
D = 4−2ǫ dimensions and performs a series expansion in the square of the (−2ǫ)-dimensional components of the loop
momentum ℓ, i.e. a series expansion in large µ2 where ℓ2 = ℓ2(4) + µ
2. This gives a decomposition of each one-loop
amplitude into a linear combination of scalar bubble (I2), triangle (I3), and box (I4) integrals plus additional rational
terms (Rn) arising from higher-order in µ
2 terms:
A(1)n =
∑
K1,K2,K3,K4
dKiI4(Ki; ǫ) +
∑
K1,K2,K3
cKiI3(Ki; ǫ) +
∑
K
bKI2(K; ǫ) +Rn +O(ǫ) , (5)
where Ki specify the momenta entering the corners of the bubble, triangle, and box integrals. The rational terms can
be further decomposed into contributions from higher-order in µ2 box, triangle, and bubble integrals as
Rn = −1
6
∑
K1,K2,K3,K4
d
[4]
Ki
− 1
2
∑
K1,K2,K3
c
[2]
Ki
− 1
6
∑
K
(K2 − 3(m21 +m22))b[2]K , (6)
where m1 and m2 are the masses of the internal lines. The numbers in square brackets indicate the degree in µ.
For the particular amplitudes in (4), the box and bubble contributions to the rational terms (d
[4]
Ki
and b
[2]
K ) all
vanish. Techniques for calculating the remaining coefficients bK , cKi , dKi , and c
[2]
Ki
are well-known and mature; in this
section, we do not attempt to give a complete exposition of them, but rather we briefly present some modifications
that we have found to be convenient, in particular for the three-mass triangle coefficients cKi .
A. Triangle Coefficients
Much of the complexity of analytic 2 → 4 NLO calculations is caused by the presence of three-mass triangle
integrals, for which a schematic representation is illustrated in Fig. 1. These contributions also pollute the bubble
integral coefficients and the rational terms and make results significantly lengthier than for amplitudes that lack
three-mass triangles. Three-mass triangles already appear in 2 → 2 and 2 → 3 amplitudes with massive external
states such as W/Z, and their impact can be observed for instance by comparing the complexity of qq → ggg [58]
amplitudes to those for qq → Zgg [59]. At the 2→ 4 level these pieces occur frequently; looking forward to the next
wave of NNLO precision calculations, it will be very helpful to develop an analytic finesse for the calculation of these
coefficients. In this section we present a method that we have found to be efficient in this regard.
4One standard method for calculating the triangle coefficients cKi comes from Forde [52]. In this method, one solves
the three triangle cut constraints (ℓ21 = 0, ℓ
2
2 = (ℓ1 +K1)
2 = 0, ℓ23 = (ℓ1 −K3)2 = 0) in terms of an affine variable t
and the quantities
K♭µij =
1
2
√
∆
(
γijK
µ
i −K2iKµj
)
, (7)
γij = Ki ·Kj +
√
∆, (8)
γij = Ki ·Kj −
√
∆, (9)
∆ = (Ki ·Kj)2 −K2iK2j . (10)
The flatted momenta here are null linear combinations of the momenta flowing into the corners of the triangle. They
are also very useful for expressing bubble coefficients and rational terms. ∆ is equal to the negative of the triangle
Gram determinant and does not depend on the choice of i and j. Ref. [52] gives a carefully chosen parameterization
of the cut momenta as
|ℓ1〉 = t|K♭13〉+
γ12
2
√
∆
|K♭31〉, |ℓ1] = −
γ23
2t
√
∆
|K♭13] + |K♭31], (11)
|ℓ2〉 = t|K♭13〉+
γ13γ23
2
√
∆K23
|K♭31〉, |ℓ2] = −
γ23
2t
√
∆
|K♭13] + |K♭31], (12)
|ℓ3〉 = t|K♭13〉 −
γ12
2
√
∆
|K♭31〉, |ℓ3] = −
γ13γ12
2t
√
∆K21
|K♭13] + |K♭31], (13)
where we have adjusted for our labelling conventions, which are shown in Fig. 1. With this parameterization, the
triangle cut integration measure becomes
∫
d4ℓ
3∏
i=1
δ(ℓ2i )→
∫
dt
tγ13
, (14)
and the triangle coefficient cK1|K2|K3 can be isolated by expanding the product of three tree amplitudes
A1(t)A2(t)A3(t) around t→∞ and selecting the t0 term:
cK1|K2|K3 = −[InftA1A2A3](t)
∣∣
t=0
. (15)
An alternative approach alters the Feynman iǫ prescription to express the triangle coefficient as a difference of two
bubble coefficients [60]. This has the benefit of allowing the use of powerful spinor integration methods that come
out of the bubble analysis. In our calculations, we find it convenient to take a hybrid approach similar in spirit to
Ref. [61]; we use the following parameterization for the triangle loop momentum in terms of a homogeneous CP 1
variable λ:
|ℓ1〉 = |λ〉, |ℓ1] = −K1K2K3|λ〉〈λ|K1K2|λ〉 , (16)
|ℓ2〉 = K2K3|λ〉, |ℓ2] = − K1|λ〉〈λ|K1K2|λ〉 , (17)
|ℓ3〉 = K2K1|λ〉, |ℓ3] = − K3|λ〉〈λ|K1K2|λ〉 . (18)
Although the mass dimensions of these spinors are not traditional, the scaling properties of the amplitudes ensure
that only the combinations [ℓi|γµ|ℓi〉 matter in the cuts. With this parameterization, the triangle cut integration
becomes
∫
d4ℓ
3∏
i=1
δ(ℓ2i )→
∮ 〈λdλ〉
〈λ|K1K2|λ〉 . (19)
We do not need to know the physical integration contour. Instead, we deform to an unphysical contour that isolates
the triangle coefficient and discards box contributions. That is, we select a contour Ω such that∮
Ω
〈λdλ〉
〈λ|K1K2|λ〉A1(λ)A2(λ)A3(λ) =
∮
Ω
〈λdλ〉
〈λ|K1K2|λ〉 cK1|K2|K3 . (20)
5λ
λ+
λ−
Ω
Figure 2: The contour Ω on the Riemann sphere of λ is chosen to isolate the two poles of the triangle integration measure, λ±
(shown in blue), from the box poles (shown in red). The sum of all of the residues vanishes.
To get a nonzero result on the right hand side, Ω should encircle at least one of the two poles at 〈λ|K1K2|λ〉 = 0,
but not both in the same direction. Let us call these two zeros λ+ and λ−. On the left hand side, box contributions
arise from poles in the tree-level amplitudes Ai(λ). The sum of the residues at λ
+ and λ− is equal to negative the
sum of all of the box residues, and the only other combination available to us is a contour that encircles λ+ and λ−
in opposite directions. This contour choice is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Unsurprisingly, |λ+〉 and |λ−〉 are precisely |K♭12〉 and |K♭21〉 (also projectively equivalent to |K♭31〉 and |K♭13〉, or
|K♭23〉 and |K♭32〉). This can be seen by factorizing
〈λ|K1K2|λ〉 = 2
√
∆
〈K♭12K♭21〉
〈λK♭12〉〈λK♭21〉. (21)
Alternatively, it is possible to avoid flatted momenta entirely by observing that the matrix
M =
1
2
(K1K2 −K2K1) (22)
is a projective involution: M2 = ∆. Then we can solve 〈λ±|K1K2|λ±〉 = 0 by introducing a generic auxiliary
parameter η and taking
|λ±〉 =
(
M√
∆
± 1
)
|η〉. (23)
In this case,
〈λ|K1K2|λ〉 = 〈λ|(M+
√
∆)|η〉 〈λ|(M−√∆)|η〉
〈η|M |η〉 . (24)
Regardless of the approach one wishes to take, the integral on the right hand side of eq. (20) evaluates to∮
Ω
〈λdλ〉
〈λ|K1K2|λ〉 cK1|K2|K3 =
2πi√
∆
cK1|K2|K3 . (25)
Thus, one can isolate the coefficient of the triangle integral by calculating
cK1|K2|K3 = (Resλ+ − Resλ−)
[ √
∆
〈λ|K1K2|λ〉A1(λ)A2(λ)A3(λ)
]
. (26)
6Let us now return to the four-photon process at hand. The MHV amplitude A
(1)
6 (1
−
q , 2
+
q , 3
−
γ , 4
+
γ , 5
+
γ , 6
+
γ )
has no three-mass triangle contributions and is relatively straightforward to calculate. The NMHV amplitude
A
(1)
6 (1
−
q , 2
+
q , 3
−
γ , 4
−
γ , 5
+
γ , 6
+
γ ) has six non-vanishing three-mass triangle coefficients, which we can label
c16|35|24, c15|36|24, c16|45|23, c15|46|23, c12|35|46, c12|36|45. (27)
All but two of these are related by trivial symmetries of the amplitude. The remaining two are given by
c12|35|46 = (Resλ+ − Resλ−)
[
2〈1λ〉2〈3|K2K3|λ〉2〈4|K2K1|λ〉2
√
∆
〈2λ〉〈6λ〉〈1|K2K3|λ〉〈5|K2K1|λ〉〈5|K2K3|λ〉〈6|K2K1|λ〉〈λ|K1K2|λ〉
]
, (28)
c16|35|24 = (Resλ+ − Resλ−)
[
〈1λ〉2〈3|K2K3|λ〉2〈4|K2K1|λ〉2
√
∆
〈16〉〈2λ〉〈5|K2K3|λ〉〈5|K2K1|λ〉〈6|K2K3|λ〉〈λ|K1K2|λ〉2
]
, (29)
where ∆ and Ki are those appropriate to each triangle. To take the residues, one can perform a partial fraction
decomposition on λ using Schouten identities and then apply the basic identities
(Resλ+ − Resλ−)
[ √
∆〈aλ〉
〈bλ〉〈λ|K1K2|λ〉
]
=
〈a|[K1,K2]|b〉
2〈b|K1K2|b〉 , (30)
(Resλ+ − Resλ−)
[√
∆〈a1λ〉〈a2λ〉
〈λ|K1K2|λ〉2
]
= − 1
4∆
〈a1|[K1,K2]|a2〉, (31)
(Resλ+ − Resλ−)
[√
∆λα1 · · ·λα2m
〈λ|K1K2|λ〉m+1
]
=
1
(m!)2(8∆)m
[K1,K2]
(α1α2 · · · [K1,K2]α2m−1α2m) . (32)
There are (2m− 1)!! different terms in the symmetrization over αi on the RHS, which, together with the number of
box poles, provides a rough upper limit to the complexity one can expect from the answer. By taking the residues
in this way, all of the spurious Gram determinant poles can be made manifest algorithmically. In order to avoid
introducing a host of other unphysical poles, it is helpful to limit oneself to the partial fraction identities
〈a1λ〉〈a2λ〉
〈bλ〉〈λ|K1K2|λ〉 =
〈a1b〉〈a2b〉
〈b|K1K2|b〉
1
〈bλ〉 +
〈b|K1K2|a1〉〈a2λ〉 − 〈ba1〉〈a2|K1K2|λ〉
〈b|K1K2|b〉
1
〈λ|K1K2|λ〉 , (33)
〈λ|M1|λ〉
〈bλ〉〈λ|M2|λ〉 =
〈b|M1|b〉
〈b|M2|b〉
1
〈bλ〉 +
〈b|[M1,M2]|λ〉
〈b|M2|b〉
1
〈λ|M2|λ〉 , (34)
where M1 and M2 are any matrices (with the correct Lorentz indices) sandwiched inside the spinor products. The
only poles that are introduced occur when 〈b|K1K2|b〉 = 0, which is precisely when a box pole collides with one of the
λ± poles and pinches the contour Ω. Thus the limit 〈b|K1K2|b〉 → 0 does not commute with the contour integration,
but rather cK1|K2|K3 picks up a box contribution in this limit.
One can perform the same procedure on triangles with massless legs. The parameterization in eqs. (16) – (18)
reduces straightforwardly in the limit where any of the Ki are massless, with the caveat that one of the two residues
at λ± will always vanish. To get the second residue, one can use either the chiral conjugate or a cyclic permutation
of the parameterization (16) – (18).
B. Box Cuts
Although four-mass box cuts are not relevant in four-photon production, our triangle parameterization suggests a
convenient way to deal with them. We include it here for completeness. Consider cutting a fourth leg on the K3
corner of a triangle cut, so that K3 → K3+K4 splits into two corners of a box cut. Then, using the parameterization
in eq. (16), the final cut constraint 2ℓ1 ·K4 = K24 is
〈λ|K1K2(K3 +K4)K4|λ〉
〈λ|K1K2|λ〉 = K
2
4 , (35)
which implies
〈λ|K1K2K3K4|λ〉
〈λ|K1K2|λ〉 = 0. (36)
7Just as for the matrix in eq. (22), we observe that the matrix
M4 =
1
2
(K1K2K3K4 −K4K3K2K1) (37)
is a projective involution:
M24 = ∆4 =
1
16
tr(K1K2K3K4)
2 −K21K22K23K24 . (38)
This is (unsurprisingly) proportional to the quantity that appears in a square root in ρ in the solution of Ref. [50].
Then using a generic auxiliary CP 1 variable η, the two solutions to the constraint are
|λ±〉 =
(
M4√
∆4
± 1
)
|η〉. (39)
These two solutions can be inserted back into the parameterization in eqs. (16) – (18) to give the two box cut solutions.
In the degenerate case where at least one of the corners is massless, this immediately reproduces the form of the box
loop momentum given in Refs. [62] and [63].
C. Rational Terms
For the rational terms Rn, we use the D-dimensional unitarity techniques of Ref. [56]. In the amplitudes at hand,
the only contributions to the rational terms come from D + 2-dimensional triangle integrals. Since all of the cuts we
need are leading in µ2, we can use the following loop momentum parameterization:
ℓν1 =
µ√
γ13(2K♭13 · η)(2K♭31 · η)
(
t 〈η|K♭13γνK♭31|η]−
1
t
〈η|K♭31γνK♭13|η]
)
, (40)
with η a generic null reference vector. Following Ref. [56], we extract the D + 2-dimensional triangle coefficient as
c[2] =
1
2
∑
±
Infµ2
[
Inft[A1A2A3(ℓ
±)]|t0
] |µ2 , (41)
where the sum is over the two choices of sign on
√
∆ in the loop momentum parameterization. With the parameteri-
zation used here, flipping the sign on
√
∆ is equivalent to sending t → 1
t
, and it is possible to interchange the order
of limits t→∞ and µ2 →∞. In this way, we calculate
c[2] =
1
2
Infµ2 [A1A2A3(ℓ)]|µ2
(
|t0 + |( 1
t
)0
)
. (42)
Since µ2 is the leading behaviour in all of the needed cuts, the µ2 limit is immediate.
D. Implementation
The analytic calculations in this paper were performed in Mathematica, and we have made use of the S@M pack-
age [64]. LO and real amplitudes have been checked against Madgraph [65] and an in-house numerical computation.
The virtual amplitudes have been checked against an implementation of the numerical D-dimensional unitarity algo-
rithm presented in Ref. [66]. We have implemented all of the unitarity cuts, including rational terms, for qq → γγγγ
analytically into MCFM [67–69]. The formulae are too long to include in full in this publication, but may be in-
spected in the distributed code. The resulting code runs stably in double precision and will be released publicly in a
forthcoming version of MCFM.
III. PHENOMENOLOGY
A. γγγγ at the LHC
In this section we investigate the phenomenology of four photon final states at the LHC. Since the cross section is
rather small, we focus primarily on the LHC operating at Run II energies of 13 and 14 TeV. We use the default EW
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Figure 3: Scale dependence of the LO and NLO cross sections using the basic phase space cuts at the LHC14 (solid) and LHC13
(dashed). The central scale choice is set to the invariant mass of the four-photon final state µ = mγγγγ , and excursions around
this choice by a factor of µ0 are illustrated.
parameters of MCFM [67–69], of which α = 1/132.338 is the most relevant for the discussion here. We apply the
following phase space selection cuts to the photons:
pγT > 20 GeV, |ηγ | < 2.5, Rγγ > 0.4 . (43)
In addition to the above requirements, photons are isolated by requiring that the hadronic energy inside a cone
R0 = 0.4 about the photon is restricted to be less than a chosen fraction of the photon’s energy∑
i∈R0
EhadT,i ≤ ǫγpγT . (44)
We set ǫγ = 0.5 as our default value. The above isolation condition requires the inclusion of photon fragmentation
functions [32, 33],2 for which we use the LO set of GdRG [33]. For NLO (LO) calculations we use the CT10 [70]
(CTEQ6L1) PDF sets. Unless otherwise stated our default renormalziation, factorization and fragmentation scales
are set to µ = mγγγγ. Infrared singularities are regulated using the Catani Seymour dipole approach [13, 71].
In Fig. 3 we present the dependence of the LO and NLO cross section on the renormalization and factorization
scale µ = µ0mγγγγ. From the curve it is clear that this process possesses large K-factors, for µ0 = 1, the K-factor
for this process is 2.37 (at 14 TeV), whilst at the values µ0 = 1/4 (4) the K-factor increases (decreases) to 3.19
(1.98). The scale dependence at LO is very weak, with a small growth in the cross section as the scale increases.
For the NLO prediction, the cross section decreases as the scale increases. All of these features are completely
consistent with those observed in similar processes.3 At LO there is essentially no scale dependence; since this is
a EW process, no αS enters the LO matrix element. Indeed, the only source of scale dependence comes from the
factorization scale of the PDFs. The dependence on αS explicitly enters the calculation at NLO and results in a partial
cancellation between the renormalization scale (which suppresses the cross section at large µ0) and the factorization
scale (which increases the cross section at large µ0). The net result is a rather small dependence on the scale choice,
e.g. σ(µ = 0.5m4γ)/σ(µ = 2m4γ) = 1.04. As a result, care must be taken if interpreting this range as a legitimate
theoretical uncertainty estimate. A more sensible choice is to widen the range to µ0 = 1/4 and µ0 = 4, which results
in a ∼ ±8% uncertainty. However, given the large K-factor for this process, this choice is still unlikely to incorporate
the NNLO corrections in the range.
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the NLO cross section on the two different isolation requirements. The red curves
correspond to the isolation prescription defined in eq. (44) (“fractional isolation”), while the blue curves correspond
to the procedure presented in Ref. [34], defined here as “smooth cone” isolation. The smooth cone isolation criterion
2 See e.g. Ref. [36] and references therein for a more detailed discussion of photon isolation effects at the LHC.
3 See e.g. the discussion in Ref. [68].
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Figure 4: Dependence of the NLO cross section for different isolation criteria at 13 and 14 TeV. The plot on the left hand side
corresponds to a cone size of R0 > 0.4, whilst the plot on the right illustrates the dependence for the larger cone size choice of
R0 > 0.7.
requires that the hadronic energy in the vicinity of the photon satisfies the following requirement,
∑
had
EhadT θ(R −Rhad,γ) < ǫγpγT
(
1− cosR
1− cosR0
)n
∀ R ≤ R0 . (45)
In the above equation R0 and n are input parameters of the isolation. In our example we choose R0 democratically
for smooth cone and fractional isolation requirements and plot the resulting cross section as a function of ǫγ , treating
the parameter equivalently in both prescriptions. Our results illustrate that, over the range of ǫγ studied above, the
cross section obtained with the fractional isolation is broadly compatible with that obtained using the smooth cone
isolation. The largest deviations occur for large cone sizes R0 > 0.7 and loose isolation ǫγ = 1. The shapes of the
curves are insensitive to the choice of operating energies. Over the bulk of the range, the cross sections from the two
types of isolation lie within each other’s scale uncertainty, particularly if the central scale is varied by a factor of four
in each direction, resulting in an O(10%) band for each curve.
It is interesting to compare Fig. 4 with the similar results obtained for the triphoton (and γγ+jet) process presented
in Ref. [36]. The results of Ref. [36] showed similar results (at 14 TeV) for the differences between fractional and
smooth cone isolation. Ref. [36] also illustrated that the shape of the curves as a function of ǫγ were very similar for
the γγγ and γγ+jet final states. The latter observation indicates that the isolation dependence is more sensitive to
the underlying 2 → 4 kinematics of the real phase space than to the number of final state photons. Comparing the
results for triphotons with those for four photons presented here, we observe that the shapes of the two curves remain
broadly the same. Therefore it is tempting to suggest that the results used above can be used to estimate the choice
of smooth cone parameters in cases such as γγ + 2 jets, for which existing predictions do not include fragmentation.
We present differential distributions for the transverse momentum of the photons in Fig. 5. Specifically we investi-
gate the spectrum for each of the photons, ranging from the hardest (leftmost) to the softest (rightmost) panel in the
figure. Each of the distributions is plotted on the same axis to allow for easy comparison. The difference in spread of
the pT values for the four photons is clearly visible. The hardest photon spectrum peaks around 50 GeV and has a
significant tail. The softest distribution corresponds to a much narrower peak, with essentially all the cross section
residing in the bins < 50 GeV. This illustrates that even at Run II energies of 13 and 14 TeV, the available phase
space for multi-particle production is limited. On the other hand, events with four very hard photons (for instance
four photons with pT > 100 GeV) are extremely rare, and any excess of these events could be indicative of new
physics. Since the differential K-factor for the softest photon is relatively flat, it is unlikely that NNLO corrections
will induce a significant shape change. The hardest photon, however, has a more significant enhancement in the tail
at NLO and corresponds to the increase associated with events in which a hard photon recoils against a jet. These
results may help design the cuts that could be applied in future LHC analyses. One possibility is that requiring 4
photons with pT > 20 GeV results in contamination from reducible backgrounds, such as jets faking photons. These
backgrounds may be suppressed by requiring harder photons. The results of Fig. 5 illustrate that if one cuts at 40 –
50 GeV on the hardest (and possibly second hardest) photon, the cross section is not dramatically suppressed from
the democratic > 20 GeV cut case.
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Figure 5: LO and NLO transverse momentum distribution for each of the photons, ranging from hard to soft (left to right).
The lower panels present the differential K-factor for each distribution.
B. γγγγ at future colliders
An exciting prospect for the future of particle physics is the construction of a new collider with potential center of
mass energies of up to 100 TeV [37]. This machine would have fantastic reach, both as a discovery machine and as a
probe of existing physics in new regimes. For instance, at these high energies the properties of the EW theory [38]
are such that the amplitudes for the production of n Higgs and m longitudinal vector bosons (at the mass threshold)
scale as A1→n+m ∼ n!m! [39, 40]. This suggests that for large enough multiplicities the perturbative nature of the
EW theory may break down. This breakdown is fascinating to study from both a theoretical and an experimental
perspective. The scattering of massless gauge bosons that will remain perturbative may provide a standard candle in
this regard, and as such may be an extremely useful process to compare and contrast with the scattering of longitudinal
vector bosons. In Table I we present cross sections for γγγγ at two choices of
√
s, which may correspond to those of
future colliders [37]. In addition to the basic cuts we used in the previous section, we also present results for slightly
harder cuts, which may be more appropriate at higher energies. At 100 TeV, the cross section is O(1) fb, which, if
a luminosity increase of a couple of orders of magnitude is obtained from the LHC, will result in copious production
of these final states, allowing for precision studies of this channel. At higher energies, the K-factor has increased
from the corresponding value at 14 TeV (2.37). This is due to the dependence of the gluon PDF, which becomes
increasingly important at higher energies. Since the LO process is qq initiated, it does not experience the same level
of enhancement as the NLO cross section. We note that the cross sections presented in the table are likely to be
susceptible to significant higher-order corrections at high energies. For example the gg → γγγγ piece, part of the
NNLO calculation, is likely to significantly contribute to the total rate. For example, in the case of gg → ZZ [68],
at 14 TeV the gg loops represent around 8% of the LO cross section, whilst at 100 TeV the contribution is 20%.
Therefore it is clear that these pieces will need to be included for phenomenological studies at these energies. Such
studies are beyond the scope of this paper, and we leave this for future work.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have implemented γγγγ production at NLO in QCD and studied the phenomenology of this signal
at the LHC. We included the fragmentation functions contribution, allowing for the application of experimental style
photon isolation requirements. In order to obtain stable and efficient NLO code we used analytic unitarity to calculate
the coefficients of the one-loop integral functions for each photon helicity configuration. The resulting code is stable
and can run in double precision mode. It will be released publicly in a forthcoming version of MCFM. The cross
sections for this process are small O(0.1) fb, and as a result require a large data set to observe; the full 3000 fb−1 data
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√
s [TeV] Cuts LO [fb] NLO [fb] K-factor
33 pγT > 20 GeV 0.081 0.21 2.64
p
γ1
T > 50, p
γ2
T > 40, p
γ3,4
T > 20 GeV 0.060 0.16 2.56
100 pγT > 20 GeV 0.25 0.73 2.96
p
γ1
T > 50, p
γ2
T > 40, p
γ3,4
T > 20 GeV 0.19 0.53 2.81
Table I: Cross sections at LO and NLO at
√
s center of mass energies that may correspond to those of future machines. Cuts
are those described in the previous section, apart from the pT requirements, which are displayed in the table.
set should contain hundreds of four photon events. The NNLO contribution gg → 4γ will likely provide a significant
increase to the cross section, due to PDF enhancement. We leave this study to future work.
On the theoretical side, the process pp → γγγγ serves an excellent testing ground for the applications of analytic
unitarity to 2→ 4 processes. This piece corresponds to the most subleading in color pieces of the qq → gggg process.
Over the next few years the NNLO frontier will move to 2→ 3 processes, and experience at 2→ 2 has highlighted the
advantages of stable NLO code. We believe the methods of analytic unitarity, applied in this paper to 4γ production,
provide an excellent approach to tackling this problem. Our code can be utilized in the calculations of 2→ 3 NNLO
processes involving photons and jets in the final state. We have outlined refinements of some of the existing methods
in the literature that will allow for applications involving massive bosons in the future.
On the experimental side, the study of multiple vector boson production has yielded fantastic insight into the
underlying structure of the electroweak sector of the SM. By measuring final states with multiple leptons and photons,
the non-Abelian structure of the SM can be tested and confirmed. By investigating and measuring rare processes, the
LHC experiments demonstrate their ability to constrain other rare processes, which may occur in extensions of the
SM. At increasing energies, the differences between the scattering of massive EW bosons and massless ones becomes
extremely interesting to study.
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